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by the ShangHai Grid system. This risk of exposing private information deters privacy-sensitive users [11]; therefore appropriate
means for encouraging participation are central to the design of
crowdsourcing systems [1, 12]. In particular, it is important to develop methods for incentivizing such users to share their data with
the crowdsource campaign initiator (“initiator" hereafter) who will
process and publish the computational result1 . To this end, recent
work has started to explore the question by relating differential
privacy guarantees to questions of incentives in mechanism design
(e.g., [2, 9, 18]).
In more detail, a guarantee of differential privacy provides a degree of privacy protection to participating users when an initiator
computes a population’s data and publishes the computational result [4]. Specifically, a differentially private mechanism involves
publishing a noisy version of the computational result, where the
noise level corresponds to a differential privacy guarantee (more
noise means greater privacy). At this time, several real-world applications have or will adopt differential privacy mechanisms to
collect users’ data. For example, the Chrome web browser uses
RAPPOR [6], a differentially private mechanism, to track the distribution of users’ browser configuration behaviour. Apple deploys
local differential privacy in its iOS system for collecting their users’
data [19].
To incentivize users to share their personal data, one of the simplest ways is to pay them for using it. However, determining the
correct price is challenging: low payments may not attract sufficient
participants, causing insufficient data for an accurate computation,
while high payments may make the system uneconomic. Existing
incentive mechanisms with differential privacy guarantees aim to
elicit each user’s valuation for the various levels of guarantee and
then tailor payments based on the elicited values to incentivize sufficient participants to produce accurate results and pay the minimum
possible cost [9, 11, 17].
In contrast, in crowdsourcing applications, an initiator usually
recruits thousands of users [10] so it would be prohibitively expensive to negotiate compensation individually with each of them.
Furthermore, a user may be unable to state a quantitative privacy
loss but is usually able to say whether or not he is willing to share
his data [7]. Finally, it is more difficult to identify a user’s identity
in a large population than in a smaller one. Thus, the more users
contributing their personal data, the more difficult it is to identify
a specific user’s identity and therefore the more users should be
willing to contribute their data. This network effect [5, 14] means a
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INTRODUCTION

A growing number of crowdsourcing applications aggregate users’
personal data for decision-making purposes. Examples include
movie rating systems such as Netflix and OK.com and traffic monitoring systems such as INRIX and WAZE. Users who share their
personal data can certainly derive benefits from such information
aggregation. Furthermore, the benefit a user derives typically increases with the number of participants in the system. Hence, crowdsourcing applications need to recruit and maintain large numbers
of users to guarantee the accuracy of their results.
However, the increasing use of individuals’ data has been accompanied by growing concerns about their privacy. For example,
Narayanan and Shmatikov [16] were able to recover private information such as movie viewing history and political preferences
from Netflix’s published movie ratings. Ma et al. [15] re-identified
individuals’ journeys from anonymized location data published
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1 We

refer to the initiator who collects and processes the data as “she" and individual
users as “he".
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user’s participation decision may be correlated with that of other
users. In practice, openPDS/safeAnswers [3], a Personal Data Store,
uses this network effect to hide individuals’ personal data in a population so better preserving users’ privacy. Unfortunately, most
existing work does not consider this, which means such mechanisms are likely to be overpaying to achieve a given level of privacy.
Ghosh and Ligett [8] do study the impact of the network effect on
users’ participation decisions. However, they only focus on interactions among different users without considering the impact of
the initiator’s payment on the users’ strategies. Thus, they cannot
help the initiator to achieve the target computational accuracy with
minimum cost.
Designing a mechanism that exploits network effects and provides a differential privacy guarantee is non-trivial and has not
been done before. It is complex as the privacy guarantee level couples with an initiator’s payment strategy and all potential users’
strategies. Moreover, users’ participation decisions also affect the
initiator’s computational accuracy. The initiator’s computational
accuracy is here defined as the difference between the initiator’s
published result and the true computation on the full set of data
from the entire population [13]. Hence, one cannot design a mechanism by simply combining existing techniques.
Against this background, this paper outlines a novel mechanism,
which we call “PINE” (Privacy Incentivization with Network Effects).
PINE maximizes the initiator’s payoff, defined as the difference
between the payments made to the privacy-sensitive users and the
computational accuracy of the population’s data2 .
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brought by incentivizing users’ participation is smaller than
the payment made to the users. In such cases, the initiator is
willing to give up the accuracy in return for low cost.
(b) With a high noise level, the optimal payment decreases with
the number of potential users. When the noise level is high, a
user’s privacy revealing risk decreases and the initiator can
incentivize users to participate without paying too much.
When the number of potential users increases, the number of participants also increases given the same noise level
and payment. Due to the network effect, the more users
participating in this survey, the more difficult it is to identify whether a given user’s private data is included in the
computation dataset. This means more users are willing to
participate and the initiator can decrease the payment.
(c) With a median noise level, the optimal payment first increases and then decreases with the number of potential
users. The intuition is as follows. When the number of potential users is not so large, the network effect’s benefit is
less obvious as the number of participants is small. Under a
median noise level, the initiator has to increase the payment
to incentivize as many participants as possible from the pool
of potential users to guarantee the accuracy. When the potential users’ number is large enough, the network effect’s
impact allows the initiator to decrease the payment without
jeopardizing the computational accuracy.

3

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We outline a new model that can be used to underpin the design
of incentives for crowdsourcing applications. Our mechanism provides a theoretically sound mechanism that incentivizes sufficient
numbers of users to share their data so that a given level of computational accuracy can be guaranteed with minimum payment.
There are several possible directions to extend this work. First,
we assume that there is no correlation between a user’s evaluation
for his privacy loss and his private data. While this is justifiable
in several online settings such as collecting data regarding watching movie behaviour, mobile applications for traffic monitoring,
or polls in online communities, there are also several other settings such as computations on medical data where this assumption
is unlikely to hold. Exploring these settings where a user’s evaluation for his privacy loss depends on his private data will lead
to a different formulation and result. Considering an untrustworthy initiator scenario where the initiator will collude with any
third party/government body for her own personal benefit and
announcing false information to users is another possible direction. Although letting individual users outweigh their benefits by
contributing their data and add corresponding amount of noise
prior to the release of the data to the initiator could prevent the
collusion between the initiator and any third party, our numerical
study show that the performance is worse than PINE. How to design a mechanism to prevent this collusion without jeopardizing
the benefits of the initiator and users deserve careful study in our
future work.

MODEL AND OBSERVATIONS

We consider a setting where an initiator wants to learn and publish
some statistic about the population. Learning the average rating
for a movie and knowing the average traffic speed for a road are
two examples. The interactions between the initiator and the users
are as follows. The initiator first announces the noise level, the
number of potential users, the target error, and a payment that is
calculated based on PINE. Then, each user makes his participation
decision based on his privacy sensitivity, his prior belief about the
privacy sensitivities of the population, and the payment announced
by the initiator. If a user decides to join the survey, he report his
private data to the initiator. After collecting all participants’ reporting data, the initiator infers the statistic of the population by
computing on the collected dataset and gets the result. The initiator
publishes the result by adding the noise that is determined by PINE.
Our results give us the following observations:
(a) When the noise added to the published result is low, only the
users with no privacy sensitivity will join and the optimal
payment is zero. Intuitively, it is easier to infer the true computational result from the published computational result
in the low noise setting than in the high noise one. With a decrease in the added noise level, a user’s privacy revealing risk
increases. Thus, the initiator needs to pay a large amount of
money to incentivize users to participate. However, when
the noise level is too low, the benefit regarding the accuracy
2 Although we demonstrate PINE in crowdsourcing systems, it can also be used in other
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